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Abstract
There is a growing concern about the extent to which laboratory games generalize to social
behaviors outside the lab. In this paper, we show that it is possible to make lab games much
more predictive of field behavior by bringing the right contextual elements from the field into
the lab. For this, we focus on dictator games and charitable giving in the field. We present a
series of three experiments in which we face the same participants with different versions of
the dictator game and with two different field situations outside the lab: one in which they can
donate money to a charity and one in which they can show interest in volunteering. The
games are designed to include step by step contextual elements that make them similar to our
first field situation. We find a dramatic increase in the lab-field correlation with the first
situation as contextual elements are incorporated. However, making the games more similar
to the first situation does not increase correlation with the second one, showing that pro-social
behavior is highly context-specific. Our results demonstrate that context-free games have
small predictive power in the field, but this gap can be substantially bridged by incorporating
appropriate contextual elements from the field. This highlights the importance of establishing
close links between lab and field research.

1. Introduction
Research on what is known as “social preferences” has attracted great interest in the last
decades and has been one of the main building blocks of behavioral and experimental
economics. Social preferences mainly fall into two categories: distributive preferences and
reciprocal preferences. For agents with distributive preferences, their utilities are not narrowly
defined over their own payoffs but over distributions of payoff in certain groups. That is, for
the well-being of these agents, not only material wealth matters, but also some spiritual
pursuit, e.g., equity, efficiency, and altruism. Reciprocal preferences then take into account
decision makers’ desire to reward or punish others beyond mere material consequences, e.g.,
gift-exchange and punishing those who are unfair to the decision maker, even at a cost.
A central feature of this line of research is that it has been strongly based on studying
behavior in “social preference games”, experimental games designed to capture different
aspects of social behavior, such as altruism, inequity aversion, reciprocity, trust, cooperation,
etc. Examples of these games include dictator game, ultimatum game, trust game, and public
goods game, among others (see Camerer, 2003, for a review). These social preference games
typically share some common characteristics: they are closely based on game-theoretic
structures and have clear game-theoretic equilibria; they are deliberately as context-free as
possible; and their outcomes consist in monetary payoffs for the players involved. This
approach to social behaviors has been hugely influential and has become a benchmark for the
study of human interaction in economics and beyond.
Context-free games have some clear virtues. They provide very stylized and controlled
environments that allow researchers to achieve high levels of internal validity in the
laboratory. That is, the variables being modified in experiments and the elements being
affected by them can be very clear and can be very tightly controlled. Moreover, this
facilitates that different research groups use exactly the same tools in the same way and that
evidence can quickly accumulate.
However, the artificial and context-free nature of these games raises one very
fundamental question: are social preference games externally valid? In other words, do social
preference games tap into the principles that determine social behavior outside the laboratory?

To the extent that the aim of economics, and of the social and behavioral sciences more
generally, is to understand real-world social behavior outside the lab and not how people play
artificial games, this is a crucial question to respond. There is currently increasing concern
that social preference games cannot deliver on external validity. Levitt and List (2007) were
the first to systematically discuss this concern (but see Loewenstein, 1999, for a shorter
discussion). The authors presented a theoretical framework that can be used to organize
different factors that are likely to limit the external validity of social preference games,
including differences between lab games and field settings in terms of scrutiny, anonymity,
context, stakes, participants, and restrictions on choice sets and time horizons. After Levitt
and List’s paper, however, there has only been a relatively small number of papers that have
investigated the issue of external validity (for reviews, see Camerer, 2011; Galizzi and
Navarro-Martinez, 2019). In a meta-analysis of this literature, Galizzi and Navarro-Martinez
(2019) concluded that only 39.7% of the lab-field correlations reported in the papers they
analyzed were statistically significant, and the average lab-field correlation obtained was 0.14.
The authors also conducted a systematic experiment comparing various lab games against
several field behaviors and found no significant correlation between them. It is probably too
soon to reach final conclusions about the external validity of all these games, but it seems safe
to say that social preference games have issues of external validity.
We actually do not find these external validity problems too surprising, given that
behavioral research has widely documented that context plays a crucial role in economic
behavior (see, e.g., Slovic, 1995; Ariely et al, 2003, 2006; Lichtenstein and Slovic, 2006; List,
2007; Stewart et al., 2015). This also relates to the long-standing person-situation debate in
psychology, in which social and personality psychologists have shown that the
cross-situational consistency of behavior is typically very low and behavior is highly
dependent on particular situational cues (see Mischel, 1968; Ross and Nisbett, 1991; Fleeson,
2001, 2004). Overall, if behavior is so determined by contextual elements, it seems logical
that context-free lab games cannot provide a good account of behavior when it is put in
context outside the lab.
Given the context-free nature of social preference games and the context-dependent
nature of behavior, one interesting possibility arises: it might be possible to bridge the gap

between the lab and the field and improve the external validity of the games by introducing
contextual elements in the lab. This brings us to the main goal of our paper.
In this paper, we show that it is possible to make lab games much more predictive of
field behavior by taking the right contextual elements from the field and incorporating them
to the games. For this, we focus on the dictator game (Kahneman et al., 1986) and on
charitable giving in the field. The dictator game is one of the most influential games in social
preference research and arguably the simplest one. It is also a game that has been
conceptually related to real-world social behaviors, such as charitable giving (e.g. Eckel and
Grossman, 1996; Branas-Garza, 2006; Benz and Meier, 2008; Carpenter et al., 2008;
Carpenter and Myers, 2010; Konow, 2010; Kolstad and Lindkvist, 2012), and a game in
which behavior has been shown to be sensitive to contextual elements. For instance, giving in
the game has been shown to be affected by the degree of anonymity (Dana et al., 2006;
Franzen and Pointner, 2012), adding a taking option (List, 2007; Bardsley, 2008), earning the
monetary endowment (List, 2007), the presence of verbal feedback and face to face
interaction (Ellingsen and Johannesson, 2008; Andreoni and Rao, 2011; DellaVigna et al.
2012; Andreoni et al., 2017), or the type of recipient of the shared amount (Eckel and
Grossman, 1996; Konow, 2010). All this makes the dictator game a suitable candidate for our
investigation.
In the field, we decided to focus on charitable giving, which is a domain of notable
economic and social relevance. The estimated amount of donation to charities in the USA in
the year 2018 was $428 billion (Giving USA 2019 report); the annual estimated amount in
Europe is €87.5 billion (Hoolwerf and Schuyt, 2017). Charitable giving is also a widely
researched topic in economics (see, e.g., Andreoni, 1989, 1990; Glazer and Konrad, 1996;
Okten and Weisbrod, 2000; Auten et al., 2002; Karlan and List, 2007; List, 2011; DellaVigna
et al., 2012; Andreoni and Payne, 2013; Andreoni et al., 2017), and like we said, a domain
that has been directly linked to the dictator game.
So, we investigated if it is possible to make the dictator game more predictive of
charitable giving in the field. To this end, we run a series of three interconnected experiments
in which we presented the same participants with different versions of the dictator game and
with two naturalistic field situations that we created, in which they could behave pro-socially.

In the first field situation, participants were approached by a solicitor and had the opportunity
to donate money to charity; in the second one, they could show interest in volunteering by
checking information about volunteering opportunities at various charities. Our different
versions of the dictator game were designed to incorporate step by step additional contextual
elements that made the games more similar to our first field situation. In particular, we
incorporated the following three elements: a recipient in real need (as opposed to another
student), a monetary endowment that was earned by the participant (as opposed to simply
assigned by the experimenter), and face to face interaction (as opposed to anonymous giving).
Our approach bears some similarities to that of List (2006), Stoop et al. (2012) and Stoop
(2014), where the authors designed lab games to match particular field environments. None of
these papers, however, correlated lab and field behaviors for the same sample of participants.
By presenting the first within-subject study bridging the lab-field gap for certain types of
social behaviors, we obtained some informative novel findings. We found a dramatic increase
in the correlation between the lab games and our first field situation as more contextual
elements were incorporated. These elements, however, did not increase the correlation with
our second field situation (which they were not intended to address), confirming that
pro-social behavior is highly context-specific. Our results show that context-free lab games
have very limited predictive power in the field, but this power can be very substantially
increased by incorporating appropriate contextual elements from the field to the games. Our
interpretation of these findings is that social preference research should move in the direction
of including more context in laboratory experiments and be more explicit about the types of
field behaviors it aims to address. Combining lab and field experiments can also be an
important way to reduce external validity issues. Remaining in the realm of context-free
games could put social preference research at risk of being disconnected from real-world
behaviors.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes our research methods,
Section 3 presents the results, and Section 4 discusses our findings and concludes.

2. Methods

We conducted a series of three interconnected experiments. In subsection A, we describe the
general procedure that these experiments follow. In subsection B, we present the two field
situations that will serve as our benchmark of field behavior that the lab games will aim to
predict. In subsection C, the different lab games that we created to approach step by step one
of the field situations were explained. In subsection D, E, and F, we demonstrate that how all
these elements were organized in the three different experiments.

A. General procedure
Participants in our study were required to come to our lab twice. At the beginning of our first
session, the participants were assigned anonymous codes. They were told to keep the codes
until we finish all the sessions. While those in the control groups did some tasks unrelated to
social preferences on the first day, those in the treatment groups played some (one or two) lab
games. In the first session, all the participants also filled out the Interpersonal Reactivity
Index (Davis, 1980), which measures the four dimensions of empathy, i.e. Perspective Taking,
Empathic Concern, Fantasy, and Personal Distress. A big-five personality questionnaire (John,
1991) and some demographic questions were also included in the first session.
In the second session, the participants came to a classroom, which was temporally used
as our lab. Tasks included in this session were not related to social preferences. Specifically,
participants did a short cognitive ability test (Condon and Revelle, 2014), two short cognitive
reflection tests (Primi et al., 2016 and Thomson and Oppenheimer, 2016) and answered some
hypothetical questions regarding choices of lotteries (Holt and Laury, 2002). All the tasks
were printed on papers. When the participants answered the tasks, they were required to put
their lab codes assigned earlier on the first page of the task paper.
After finishing the tasks, each participant brought the task paper to the experimenter.
Then each participant was paid €15 that promised for attending all the two sessions. The €15
was always paid with the exactly same bill and coin denominations: two €5 bills, one €2 coin,
two €1 coins, one 50 cents coin, two 20 cents coins, and one 10 cents coin. These bills and
coins in various denominations can make up any amount from €0 to €15 with an increment of
€0.1. This payment method thus made sure that each participant can make any amount of
donations (below €15) in cash when the participant met our solicitor outside of the lab.

After getting paid, each participant was required to sign a receipt and a consent form that
entitles us to use his or her data for research. On these forms, the participants needed to put
their names and email addresses. Then we could match the lab codes on the task papers with
the participants’ email addresses.
When the participants walked out of the lab, they encountered our research assistant
soliciting donations for a charity. About two weeks after all the participants in the same
experiment have finished the second session, we sent the participants emails, embedded in
which a link to our website, on which they can check volunteering opportunities at three
different charities.
The whole study was conducted in Spanish. We used the Spanish version of
Interpersonal Reactivity Index translated by Pérez-Albénez et al. (2003). The Spanish version
of the big five questionnaire is the one provided by Benet-Martínez and John (1998).
The software we used to implement our lab games was oTree (Chen et al., 2016).

B. The field situations
B.1 Children’s charity

Inside the lab, the experimenter let the participants out approximately every three minutes, to
give the previous participant enough time to complete the field situation. The experimenter
also wrote down the lab codes of the participants in the order they left.
Outside of the lab is a square, on which students at our university gather and relax after
class, and advertise all kinds of activities (including collecting donations for different causes).
We put a table and a yellow-wooden chair on the square (the table and chair were provided by
the university just for events on the square). Our assistant stood beside the table soliciting
money for a leading charity devoted to helping children in developing countries. For
convenience, let us call this charity “Charity F”. She was wearing an official university
T-shirt. On the table was put a professional (sealed) charity bucket with a large sticker with
the logo of both the charity and the university. We also prepared the assistant a laminated
color-printed leaflet, which introduced the charity and programs that the donations would be
used for.
There is only one way going out the lab. On his or her way leaving, a participant had to

pass our assistant. When a participant was almost at the location of our assistant, our assistant
talked to the participant. She was instructed to ask each participant the same words, “I am
collecting donation for Charity F, are you interested in learning more?”
The assistant recorded the behavior of each participant in the field situation, including
the amount donated and a brief summary of what the participant said to her. Later we match
the lab codes on the form recorded inside the lab with the recorded behaviors outside of the
lab.
Since the field situation was very similar to the usual events on the square, very few
participants would connect the situation with our study.
Before conducting the study, we asked approval from both the charity and the university.
All the donations were sent to the charity.
B.2 Volunteering opportunities

In each experiment, about two weeks after all the participants have finished the second
session, the participants received an email (in Spanish), embedded in which a link to our
website, on which they could check volunteering opportunities at three different charities.
The subject of the email was “UPF Volunteering”. In the email, we wrote: “We are
constructing a platform that provides information to UPF students about volunteering
opportunities at charities. Every time we select three volunteering opportunities that suit UPF
students best. If you are interested, please click the following link to learn more.”
If a participant clicked the link, he or she would be directed to our website. On the
homepage, he or she would see the name of the volunteering programs. A participant could
choose the volunteering program he or she likes and click its name. If he or she clicked, the
participant would be shown a brief introduction of the volunteering program. At the end of
the page, the participant would be asked a question, “Are you interested in volunteering for
this program?”. The participant could choose either “yes” or “no”. On the next page, the
participants were told that they can click a link to go to the charity’s website if they want to
learn more about that volunteering program or to sign up for it.
After having checked the information about one volunteering program, a participant
would be automatically directed back to the homepage of our website. So he or she could
further check information about more programs.

The three charities we worked with in this field situation were Charity F and another two
famous charities in Barcelona. (See footnote 1 for the procedure that we followed to choose
the charities we worked with.) One programme of these three is a “ digital volunteering ”
programme. This programme allows its attendees to volunteer at home and affords the
attendees many volunteering activities, like translating documents, helping with creating and
managing websites, and working with the old or AIDS patients from long distance. The other
two programs need their volunteers to help to organize big events or to do some paperwork in
the office. To volunteer for these two programs, the volunteers need to sign up first and then
will be informed every time when some volunteers are needed.
We used individual links to trace the responses of each participant. We coded the
responses as numeric values ranging from 0 to 4. If a participant didn't click the link, a value
of “0” was recorded; a value of “1” was recorded if a participant clicked the link, but didn't
check the information about any volunteering activity; and a value of “2” was recorded if a
participant checked one volunteering activity but showed no interest; and a value of “3” was
recorded if a participant checked one volunteering activity and also showed interest; and a
value of “4” was recorded if a participant was interested in more than one volunteering
activities or if he or she clicked one of the links leading to the website of the charities.
Just in case that some participants didn’t notice the email, we sent another identical
email about one month after the first email. The responses were coded in the same way. The
largest score a participant got in these two rounds was taken as his or her final score in this
field situation.

C. The Lab games: Bridging the gap between the lab and the field
We noticed that there are three main aspects in which the standard dictator game differs from
our first field situation (donating to a children’s charity). These differences are: house money
vs. earned money, student as recipient vs. recipient in serious need, and absence vs. presence
of face to face interaction. We suspect that these differences may result in the low lab-field
correlations in the literature (e.g., Galizzi and Navarro-Martinez, 2019). We thus designed
four lab games to eliminate these differences step by step in our lab games, and to see
whether we can bridge the gap between the lab and the field.

First, we used the standard dictator game as our benchmark, in which participants made
decisions with house money, having their peers as recipients and face to face interaction being
absent. In our second lab game, the recipient was changed to a charity engaging
in medical-humanitarian actions. In the third game, participants first earned in a real-effort
task the same amount of money as in the second game, then decided how much to donate to
the same charity. In our final game, we further added the presence of face to face interaction
to the previous game. More specifically, the participants made donations not by entering the
amount to donate in the computer, but by giving money to our assistant at the door of our lab
when leaving. More details of these games will be explained in the following subsections.
The pyramidal structure of our experimental design allows us to investigate the role of
the aforementioned three factors in driving the changes in the lab-field correlations.
To minimize across-contamination among the four lab games, and also to make the
implementation of our design easier, we further separated the games into three experiments,
the details of which will be explained in the following subsections.

D. Experiment I
Each participant in the treatment group of Experiment I played two lab games, the standard
dictator game and making donations to a charity with house money. In these two games, the
participants made decisions about splitting €5 between themselves and either another random
participant or a charity. The dictator game was played two rounds. Across which, the roles of
players were switched and players re-matched. In the donating game, the participants were
first shown a brief introduction of the charity before they made their decisions. The two lab
games were presented in a random order. For each participant, we randomly chose one task
from the two rounds of dictator game and the donating task to pay him or her at the end of the
first session.
The charity involved engages in medical-humanitarian actions, mainly in developing
countries. We worked with this charity in all the lab games that involved making donations.
All the donations to this charity were sent to it. To distinguish this charity from the one we
worked with in the field, let us call this charity “Charity L”. (Remember that the other charity

was referred to as “Charity F”.)1
Experiment I followed the general procedure described in Subsection A. More
specifically, participants in the treatment group played the lab games and answered the
questionnaires on the first day. Four days later, they returned to the lab, doing the tasks in the
second session and getting paid. Outside of the lab, they were solicited for donations. Later
they received emails about volunteering opportunities.
To check whether there was cross-contamination between donating in the lab and
making donations in the field, we included a control group in Experiment I. Participants in the
control group didn’t do any task related to social preference on the first day. They only
answered some hypothetical questions regarding time preferences. They were paid a fixed
amount of €3 at the end of the first session. The field parts were the same for those in the
control group as for those in the treatment.
In total, 161 students participated in Experiment I on the first day: 112 in the treatment
and 49 in the control. We lost some participants on the second day. We ended up with 102
participants in the treatment and 46 in the control.

E. Experiment II
In the first session of this experiment, participants first answered the Interpersonal Reactivity
Index (IRI), the big-five questionnaire, and some demographic questions, then did a real
effort task. In this task, participants were offered a chance to earn €5 by entering sequences of
letters and symbols in the computer. Then they were shown the introduction of the charity and
asked to make decisions on computers about how much to donate out of the €5 they just
earned.
Ten days after the first session, our participants returned to the lab, doing the tasks in
that session and getting paid. Outside of the lab, they were solicited for donations. Later they
1

Before we conducted our study, we did a pilot survey with 106 students at our university. In this

survey, we asked the students some questions about the popularity of 12 charities in Barcelona
(including a hypothetical allocation of €100 among these charities). Over 96% of students knew well
about charity L, charity F, and another two charities we worked with in the second field situation.
These four charities were also allocated similar amounts of money.

received emails about volunteering opportunities.
We didn’t include a control group in this experiment. The reason is the following. When
we run the experiments, we actually did Experiment III before Experiment II. But to facilitate
the discussion, we present here Experiment II before Experiment III. Experiment II and
Experiment III followed the same procedure except for one part, that is how we solicited
donations in the lab. Thus, if we had included a control group in Experiment II, participants in
the control group would have been faced with the same tasks as those in the control group in
Experiment III. Therefore, there was no need to include another control group in Experiment
II; we could just use the control group in Experiment III to detect whether there was
cross-contamination between donating in the lab and making donations in the field.
A total of 110 students participated in the first session of Experiment II. We lost 9
participants on the second day. Thus, 101 people participated in both sessions.

F. Experiment III
Participants in Experiment III went to either the treatment group or the control group. For
those in the treatment, on the first day, they answered the Interpersonal Reactivity Index (IRI),
the big-five questionnaire, and some demographic questions, then did a real effort task. The
real effort task was the same one as in Experiment II. The only difference was that the
participants earned €4.9, instead of €5, from accomplishing the real effort task. We made this
small change just to make it more natural to pay participants with coins.
Then we showed the participants the introduction of charity L, and told them that they
can give their donations to our assistant later on their way out if they want to help. We then
started to pay each participant that had finished the tasks. The €4.9 was always paid with
coins of the same denominations: namely, one €2 coin, two €1 coins, one 50 cents coin, one
20 cents coin, and two 10 cents coin. This payment method allowed the participants to donate
any amount from €0 to €4.9 with an increment of €0.1.
We had an assistant stood at the door of our lab (the outer side). She was instructed to
ask each participant that came out the lab the same question, “I am collecting donations for
charity L, do you want to contribute?” She recorded the amounts of donations and words the
participants told her, and were instructed not to ask the names or lab codes of the participants.

The money donated were put in a normal opaque bucket with a hand-written sticker,
“donation box”. We also let the participants come out one by one. So each participant’s
decision couldn’t be observed by the other participants.
Inside the lab, the experimenter organized the receipts signed in that session in the order
the participants left. Later we matched identities on the receipts with the responses recorded
by the assistant.
To check whether there was cross-contamination between donating in the lab and
making donations in the field, we also included a control group in this experiment. For the
participants in this group, the tasks in the first session were the same as the one for those in
the treatment, excepting for not presented with the chance to donate. Participants in the
control were paid a fixed amount of €4 at the end of the first session.
Ten days after the first session, participants in both groups returned to the lab, doing the
tasks in the second session and getting paid. Outside of the lab, they were solicited for
donations. Later they received emails about volunteering opportunities.
A total of 169 students participated in the first session of Experiment II: 116 in the
treatment and 53 in the control. We lost some participants on the second day. We ended up
with 98 participants in the treatment and 45 in the control.

3. Results
We present the results in five separate subsections. In subsections A and B, we describe the
patterns of decisions observed in the two field situations. Then we show the distributions of
decisions in our four lab games in subsection C. Then, in subsection D, we explore the
predictive power of lab decisions on decisions in the two field situations. In subsection E, we
check the predictive power of decisions in one field situation on decisions in the other. In
subsection F, we correlate pro-social personality measures with decisions both in the lab and
in the field.

A. Donations in the field

Figure 1a consists of three panels, which show the distributions of donations from participants
in the treatment groups in our first field situation.2
Figure 1a: Distributions of Donations from the Treatment Groups

The three panels of Figure 1b show the distributions of donations from participants in the
two control groups separately and as a whole.
Figure 1b: Distributions of Donations from the Control Groups

2

Some observations are missing in the first field situation. The main reasons are that some incidental

factors made it impossible for our assistants to approach some participants or to have enough time to
explain to them in detail the activity.

From Figures 1a and 1b, we see that the distributions of donations in our field situation
are quite similar across experiments and groups, especially that there is no distinguishable
difference between the treatment groups and the control groups. Indeed, this is also what the
statistical analysis tells us. In Experiment I, the Wilcoxon rank sum test of the difference
between the two distributions of donations from the treatment group and from the control is
not statistically significant (p-value is 0.69). Similarly, the difference between the
distributions from the two groups in Experiment III is also not statistically significant (p-value
is 0.86 for the Wilcoxon rank sum test). And the difference between the distribution of
donations in Experiment II and the distribution of donations from the control group in
Experiment III is also not statistically significant (p-value is 0.53 for the Wilcoxon rank sum
test).

B. Interests in the volunteering opportunities
Figure 2 consists of three panels, which show the distributions of scores that participants in
the three experiments got in our second field situation. For how we coded the responses of our
participants as numeric values, please refer to the subsection B of Section 2.
From the three pictures, we can see that the distributions of interests in the volunteering
opportunities are quite similar across experiments. About 65% of participants were not
interested at all; about 20% of participants clicked the link embedded in the email but left
very quickly before checking any volunteering opportunity on our website; about 9% of
participants checked the information about one volunteering opportunity and showed some
interest; and about 6% of participants were very interested: they checked two or all the
volunteering opportunities and some of them visited websites of the charities to learn more or
sign up.

Figure 2: Distributions of Interests in Volunteering

C. Decisions in the lab games
The four panels of Figure 3 show the distributions of decisions in our four lab games.

Figure 3: Distributions of Decisions in the Four Lab Games

The distributions are broadly in line with those reported in the literature. In the standard
dictator game, the participants that acted as player 1 on average shared €1.38 (out of €5)
with player 2; the participants on average donated € 2.24 (out of € 5) when they made
donations with house money. So the participants were more generous when they shared
money with a charity than they were when sharing money with another participant of the
study. This pattern has been well confirmed in the literature (e.g., Eckel and Grossman,
1995).
Remember that we presented the first two lab games together, in a random order, in
Experiment I. So we checked whether there was some order effect. The distributions of
shared amount of money in the dictator game was not affected by whether the game appeared
as the first game or the second game: in the Wilcoxon rank sum test, the p-value is 0.32. This
result also holds for the distributions of donations with house money: the p-value is 0.14.
In the latter two games, the participants were less generous when they made donations
with earned money rather than with house money. The means of donations in the two lab
games were € 1.34 (out of € 5) and € 1.21 (out of € 4.9) respectively. The difference
between the distributions of decisions in the latter two games were not statistically significant
(the p-value of the Wilcoxon rank sum test is 0.97).

D. Do the lab decisions predict the field behaviors?
We now turn the two key research questions of this study: Could decisions in the standard
dictator game predict field behaviors it may want to address? If not, could we bridge the
lab-field gap by introducing some important contextual elements into the lab? In the
following subsections, we correlate the lab decisions with the two field behaviors in our
study.
D.1. Donations in the field

Table 1 reports the Pearson correlations between the game decisions with the donations in the
field.

Table 1. Correlations Between the Game Decisions and Donations in the Field (Pearson)
Dictator Game
0.20*

Donating with house money
0.17*
Donating with earned money
0.58***
Donating with earned money & interaction
0.65***
Significance level: “*”, 0.05<p<0.10; “**”, 0.01<p<0.05;“***”, p<0.01
The confidence interval at 95% level for the first correlation coefficient is [0,0.39]; it is
[-0.03,0.36] for the second correlation coefficient; it is [0.43,0.70] for the third correlation
coefficient; and it is [0.51,0.75] for the last correlation coefficient.
Now let us turn to the regression analysis. In the OLS regression models, we regress
donations in the field on the lab decisions. We report the results in Table 2. The results in
Table 2 preserve more or less the results in Table 1.
Table 2. Regression Analysis (OLS): Donations in the Field
Coefficient
Variance
No. of observations
Explained

Dictator Game

0.18*
(0.09)

0.04

92

Donating with house
money

0.11*
(0.07)

0.03

92

Donating with earned
money

0.44***
(0.06)

0.34

95

Donating with earned
money & interaction

0.55***
(0.07)

0.43

90

Significance level: “*”, 0.05<p<0.10; “**”, 0.01<p<0.05;“***”, p<0.01
We can infer two main results from the above correlations and regression results. First,
decisions in the dictator game has some moderate predictive power on donations in the field.
Second, as we eliminate more lab-field differences, the predictive power of the lab decisions
increases substantially.3
3

As robustness tests, we also checked Kendall rank correlations between the field donations and the

lab decisions, and regression results in Tobit models. Please refer to Table A1 and Table A2 for the
results.

But there is an exception with the second game, donating with house money. After we
have changed the receipt of the decision makers’ contribution from participants in our study
to a charity, the predictive power of the lab decisions didn’t increase but dropped a bit (even
though not statistically significantly regarding Pearson correlations and OLS estimates). How
could this happen? In Figure 4, we present four box plots. The patterns in each plot and across
the plots may help us answer the question.
Figure 4: Box Plots of Lab-Field Correlations for the Four Lab Games

The horizontal axis in each plot denotes the amount donated in the field; the vertical axis
denotes contributions in each lab game. For each lab game, we categorized the participants
into three groups by the amounts they donated in the field. The first group consists of
participants who didn’t donate in the field; the second group consists of those whose
donations was between €0.1 and €1.5; the third group is composed of those that donated
more than € 1.5. The solid black line refers to the median of lab decisions in each group,
while the red dot refers to the mean.
We can see that in the second plot that, when participants made donations with house
money, those that wouldn’t donate in the field were quite generous: on average they donated

€2 (out of €5), while the mean for the whole sample was €2.19. In the other lab games,
those didn’t donate anything in the field were not that generous in the lab: their average
contribution didn’t exceed €1. The difference in lab contributions across groups in the other
games is also more significant.
The above findings are consistent with the literature. Benz and Meier (2008) recorded
their participants’ donations to two charities in the lab with house money, and they also
recorded the participants’ donations to the two charities in the four semesters before their
experiment and the four semesters after the experiment. They found that the participants that
never donated before the experiment on average donated 60 percent of their endowment in the
lab; and that those that didn’t donate anything after the experiment on average donated 50
percent of their endowment in the lab.
Our understanding of the smaller difference in lab contribution across groups is that not
contributing hurts the participants’ self-image more when they make donations with windfall
money than it does when they share windfall money with other participants or when they
make donations with earned money. A large literature in economics (e.g., Konow, 2001;
Levitt and List, 2007) argued that deviation from the perceived fair allocations gives the
decision maker disutility and that the perceived fair allocations are determined by some
principles. In our case, that how much the receiver needs money to maintain his or her
standard of life corresponds to the “need” principle in Konow (2001); the “earned money”
element then corresponds to the “accountability” principle in Konow (2001), i.e., how much
the decision maker and the receiver contributed to the group wealth each.

D.2. Interests in the volunteering opportunities
Table 3 reports the Pearson correlations between the game decisions with the scores the
participants got in the second field situation.
Table 3. Correlations Between the Games Decisions and the Scores (Pearson)
Dictator Game
0.15
Donating with house money
0.13
Donating with earned money
-0.01
Donating with earned money & interaction
0.03
Significance level: “*”, 0.05<p<0.10; “**”, 0.01<p<0.05;“***”, p<0.01

The confidence interval at 95% level for the first correlation coefficient is [-0.05,0.33]; it
is [-0.06,0.32] for the second correlation coefficient; it is [-0.21,0.19] for the third correlation
coefficient; and it is [-0.17,0.23] for the last correlation coefficient.
Now let us turn to the regression analysis. In the regression models, we regress the
scores the participants got on the lab decisions. We report the results from the OLS
regressions in Table 4.

Table 4. Regression Analysis (OLS): Interests in Volunteering
Coefficient

Dictator Game

0.14

Variance Explained

No. of observations

0.02

102

0.02

102

0.00

101

0.00

98

(0.09)

Donating

with

0.09

house money

(0.07)

Donating

-0.01

with

earned money

(0.07)

Donating

0.03

earned

with
money

(0.08)

& interaction
Significance level: “*”, 0.05<p<0.10; “**”, 0.01<p<0.05;“***”, p<0.01

The above results indicate that none of the four lab games has significant predictive
power for the interests in the volunteering opportunities. The low predictive power is
probably due to the significant difference in the situational elements between the lab games
and the second field situation. For example, the stake in the lab games is money while the

stake in the field situation is time and effort, and also the games are one-short while the latter
involves a longer time horizon. The results show again the low cross-situational consistency
of behaviors.4

E. The relationship between the two field behaviors
In subsection E, we check the relationship between the two field behaviors to see whether
behavior in one situation is generalizable to another situation.
We use the whole sample of our study, i.e., participants in all the three experiments.
After excluding missing values, we have in total 364 complete observations. The Pearson
correlation between the two behaviors is 0.01, and the Kendall correlation is -0.01.
We run both the OLS regression and negative binomial regression. In the regression
models, we regress the scores recorded in the second field situation on donations in the field.
In the OLS regression, the estimated coefficient is 0.01, and the fraction of explained variance
is 0.00. In the negative binomial regression, the estimated coefficient is 0.02, and the
McFadden pseudo R-squared is 0.00.
The above results further confirm the low lab-field correlation for the second field
situation reported in subsection D, especially the low correlation between donations in our
final lab game and the interests in the volunteering opportunities. The results highlight again
the power of situational elements.

F. The predictive power of pro-social personality traits
In this subsection, we check how well pro-social personality traits predict decisions in the
four lab games and behaviors in the two field situations. Here we report the predictive power
of three pro-social personality measures (conceptually the most relevant three ones among
psychological measures we have): Agreeableness from the big five questionnaire, Perspective
Taking and Empathic Concern from the Interpersonal Reactivity Index.
F.1. On the lab decisions

4

As a robustness test, we also checked Kendall correlations and run negative binomial regressions.

The results are quite similar to what we have in Table 3 and 4. Please refer to Table A3 and A4 for the
results.

We first report how well the three pro-social personality measures predict decisions in the
four lab games. The number of observations is 112 for the first two games; it is 110 for the
third game; and it is 98 for the final game.
Table 5 contains the Pearson correlations between the three pro-social personality
measures and decisions in the four lab games.5

Table 5. Correlations Between Pro-social Personality Measures and the Lab Decisions
(Pearson)
Dictator game

Donation with
house money

Donation with
earned money

Donation with
earned money &
interaction

Agreeableness

0.16*

0.04

0.05

0.07

Perspective

0.15

0.22**

0.20**

-0.01

0.05

0.29***

0.14

0.00

Taking
Empathic
Concern
Significance level: “*”, 0.05<p<0.10; “**”, 0.01<p<0.05;“***”, p<0.01

Now let us regress the lab decisions on our three pro-social personality measures. Table
6 and Table 7 report respectively the estimated coefficients and the proportion of explained
variance in the OLS regressions.

Table 6. Regression Analysis (OLS): Lab Decisions
Dictator game

5

Donation with
house money

Donation with
earned money

Donation with
earned money &
interaction

Please refer to Table A5 for the Kendall correlations between the pro-social personality measures and

the lab decisions.

Agreeableness

0.05*

0.02

0.02

0.02

(0.03)

(0.04)

(0.05)

(0.04)

Perspective

0.03

0.07**

0.08**

0.00

Taking

(0.02)

(0.03)

(0.04)

(0.03)

Empathic

0.02

0.12***

0.05

0.00

Concern

(0.03)

(0.04)

(0.03)

(0.03)

Significance level: “*”, 0.05<p<0.10; “**”, 0.01<p<0.05;“***”, p<0.01

Table 7. The Proportion of Explained Variance of the Lab Decisions (OLS)
Dictator game

Donation with
house money

Donation with
earned money

Donation with
earned money &
interaction

Agreeableness

0.02

0.01

0.00

0.00

Perspective
Taking

0.02

0.05

0.04

0.00

Empathic
Concern

0.00

0.08

0.02

0.00

Significance level: “*”, 0.05<p<0.10; “**”, 0.01<p<0.05;“***”, p<0.01

From the above analysis, we can see that except for the last game, all the game decisions
has some moderate correlations with the three pro-social personality measures.

F.2. On the field behaviors

Now we report how well the three pro-social personality measures predict decisions in the
two field situations. Putting all the observations in the three experiments together, we have
364 observations for the first field situation and 392 observations for the second.
We start with correlations. Table 8 summarizes the correlations between the three
pro-social personality measures and the two field behaviors (donation in the field and the

score that measures the interest in the three volunteering opportunities).6

Table 8. Correlations Between the Pro-social Personality Measures
and the Field Behaviors (Pearson)

Field Donations
(Pearson’s ρ)

Interests in
volunteering
(Pearson’s ρ)

Agreeableness

0.14***

0.01

Perspective
Taking

0.03

-0.06

Empathic
Concern

0.11**

0.06

Note: “*”, 0.05<p<0.10; “**”, 0.01<p<0.05;“***”, p<0.01
Now we regress the two field behaviors on the three pro-social personality measures. We
first report in Table 9 the results from the OLS regressions.7
Table 9. Regression results (OLS): Field Behaviors
Field Donations Field Donations Interests in
(Estimates)
(R-squared)
volunteering
(Estimates)

Interests in
volunteering
(R-squared)

Agreeableness

0.04***
(0.02)

0.02

0.01
(0.02)

0.00

Perspective
Taking

0.01
(0.01)

0.00

-0.02
(0.01)

0.00

Empathic
Concern

0.03**
(0.01)

0.01

0.02
(0.01)

0.00

Significance level: “*”, 0.05<p<0.10; “**”, 0.01<p<0.05;“***”, p<0.01

6

See Table A6 for the Kendall correlations between pro-social personality measures and the field

behaviors.
7 To check the robustness of the results in Table 9, we run some alternative regression models: Tobit
regressions for donations in the field and negative binomial regressions for interest in volunteering.
Please refer to Table A7 and A8 for the results.

We can see that the pro-social personality measures have some moderate predictive
power on donations in the field. If we compare the results in Table 14, 15 with the results in
Table 3 and 4, we can see that the predictive power of our first two lab games only weakly
dominate the predictive power of those general measures of pro-social personality traits; and
that the predictive power of the last two games dominate significantly the predictive power of
those general pro-social personality measures.
Like the decisions in the lab games and donations in the field, neither could the three
pro-social personality measures predict well the interests in the volunteering opportunities.

4. Discussions
Like Levitt and List (2007) noted, perhaps the most fundamental question in experimental
economics is whether laboratory findings could provide reliable inferences for the real world.
However, for the building block of social preference studies, social preference games, the
existing literature suggest that their external validity is not that high (e.g., the average
correlation in the meta analysis of Galizzi and Navarro-Martinez (2019) is only 0.14).
To evaluate the external validity of social preference games, researchers need to first
address the question that what correlation can be regarded as a satisfying one. Decades of
research in psychology and in experimental economics showed that it is very hard for
correlations of behaviors in different situations to break the barrier of 0.3 (e.g., Mischel, 1968;
Ross and Nisbett, 1991); and that meanwhile the consistency of behaviors in exactly the same
situation over time could be very high. For example, Benz and Meier (2008) found that the
correlation between donations from their student participants in different semesters was
around 0.8.
Our results in this paper confirm again the low external validity of context-free social
preference game (in our case, the standard dictator game). Our results further suggest that the
low lab-field correlation actually comes from some systematic differences between the lab
games and the real world in social norm, stakes and other aspects. Furthermore, by identifying
and eliminating these differences, not just could we bridge the lab-field gap for distributions
of decisions at group level, we could also significantly enhance the predictive power of

individual decisions in the laboratory: for donations in the field, the lab-field correlation
(Pearson’s ρ) increased from the initial 0.2 to 0.65.
To our best knowledge, our paper is the first within-subject study that bridged the
lab-field gap for some pro-social behaviors. In methodological sense, our results suggest that
people’s behavior actually is not that unpredictable and that experimental results could
provide some reliable inference for behaviors outside the lab as long as we are cautious of the
differences between the real world and our designed experiment.
But we are not the first to suspect the role of critical contextual elements in enhancing
external validity of social preference games. First, a lot of researches have shown the power
of some contextual elements in shaping distributions of pro-social behaviors. For example,
among many others, Eckel, Grossman (1996), List (2007), and Andreoni et al. (2017) have
explored the impact of social norms, earned money, and face-to-face interactions on
distributions of givings. Second, some research, for example, List (2006), even has shown
that eliminating some important lab-field differences could make the distributions of
behaviors in experiments more close to the reality and pin down the true motivations behind
some observed pro-social behaviors. Furthermore, Levitt and List (2007) has warned that
some systematic lab-field differences could result in low external validity of laboratory
experiments studying pro-social behaviors.
We are just surprised that very few work has been done in investigating systematically
the external validity of context-free games and that even fewer has been done to test whether
eliminating critical lab-field differences could enhance the external validity of lab studies.
Alekseev et al. (2017) did a literature review of experimental studies that used
context-rich instructions instead of abstract ones. They suggested that context-rich language
could enhance understanding of tasks; and when it changes behavior of the participants, the
change is usually beneficial for the research purpose, for example, in the case that certain
emotions or social norms need to be evoked. Our results suggest that experimental economics
should go one step further: not only using context-rich instructions is often very necessary but
also is incorporating critical elements of the situation to be studied.
In this paper, we focused on dictator games and donations. But we believe that the
insights we revealed are not limited to only these cases. Our methodology could be applied in

a broader range of experimental studies of social behaviors. Some potential interesting
research questions could be bridging the gap between cooperating in public goods games and
cooperating in real social dilemmas,8 the gap between reciprocating in gift-exchange games
and reciprocating in the workplace,9 the gap between cheating in lab games and cheating in
various situations in the real life, etc.
Decades of research in psychology and experimental economics have accumulated tons
of evidence suggesting that when critical elements of the situation change, behavior will also
change, usually in predictable ways. All of these evidence suggest that experimental method
is a useful and powerful tool for studying behaviors. Meanwhile, these evidences also warn
we researchers to be cautious of the power of critical contextual elements when we design
laboratory experiments to study social behaviors or when we try to generalize the existing
laboratory findings to the real world.

Appendix
Table A1. Correlations Between the Game Decisions and Donations in the Field(Kendall)
Dictator Game
0.23***
Donating with house money
0.15*
Donating with earned money
0.35***
Donating with earned money & interaction
0.46***
Significance level: “*”, 0.05<p<0.10; “**”, 0.01<p<0.05;“***”, p<0.01
Table A2. Regression Analysis: Donation in the Field (Tobit)
Coefficient
Variance Explained

Dictator Game

8

0.47**
(0.19)

0.04

No. of observations

92

Stoop et al. (2012) tried to bridge the gap between cooperating in public goods game and cooperating

in a real social dilemma. But their methodology is different from ours: they focused on distributions of
behaviors at group level and on different aspects of lab-field differences such as subject pool,
laboratory setting and contextualization.
9

For example, Gneezy and List (2006) found that the correlation between the offered wage and

workers’ productivity in their two field experiments is much lower than the typical ones in
gift-exchange games.

Donating with
house money

0.24*
(0.14)

0.03

92

Donating with
earned money

0.70***
(0.14)

0.34

95

Donating with
0.78***
0.40
earned money
(0.13)
& interaction
Significance level: “*”, 0.05<p<0.10; “**”, 0.01<p<0.05;“***”, p<0.01

90

Table A3. Correlations Between the Game Decisions and Interest in Volunteering (Kendall)
Dictator Game
0.13
Donating with house money
0.10
Donating with earned money
0.02
Donating with earned money & interaction
0.02
Significance level: “*”, 0.05<p<0.10; “**”, 0.01<p<0.05;“***”, p<0.01
Table A4. Negative Binomial Regression Analysis: Interests in Volunteering
Coefficient
McFadden
Number
of observations
2
Pseudo R

Dictator Game

0.21
(0.14)

0.01

102

Donating with
house money

0.14
(0.11)

0.01

102

Donating with
earned money

-0.01
(0.10)

0.00

101

Donating with
0.04
0.00
earned money
(0.14)
& interaction
Significance level: “*”, 0.05<p<0.10; “**”, 0.01<p<0.05;“***”, p<0.01

98

Table A5. Correlations Between the Pro-social Personality Measures and the Lab Decisions
(Kendall)
Dictator game
Donation with Donation with Donation with
house money
earned money
earned money &
interaction

Agreeableness

0.10

0.03

0.00

0.04

Perspective
Taking

0.08

0.18***

0.16**

0.00

Empathic
Concern

0.04

0.19***

0.09

-0.02

Significance level: “*”, 0.05<p<0.10; “**”, 0.01<p<0.05;“***”, p<0.01
Table A6. Correlations Between the Pro-social Personality Measures and the Field Behaviors
(Kendall)
Field donations
(Kendall’s τ)

Interest in
volunteering
(Kendall’s τ)

Agreeableness

0.09**

0.00

Perspective
Taking

0.00

-0.06

Empathic
Concern

0.06

0.04

Significance level: “*”, 0.05<p<0.10; “**”, 0.01<p<0.05;“***”, p<0.01
Table A7. Regression Analysis: Donations in the Field (Tobit)
Estimates
R-squared
Agreeableness

0.08**
(0.03)

0.02

Perspective Taking

0.01
(0.03)

0.00

Empathic Concern

0.05*
(0.03)

0.01

Significance level: “*”, 0.05<p<0.10; “**”, 0.01<p<0.05;“***”, p<0.01
Table A8. Regression Analysis: Interests in Volunteering (Negative Binomial)
Estimates
McFadden
2
Pseudo R

Agreeableness

0.00
(0.03)

0.00

Perspective Taking

-0.03
(0.02)

0.00

Empathic Concern

0.03
(0.02)

0.00

Significance level: “*”, 0.05<p<0.10; “**”, 0.01<p<0.05;“***”, p<0.01
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